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Escanaba Pickleball and Tennis Courts 

Court Resurfacing Breathes New Life  
into Escanaba Park
Kim Peterson, recreation director for the city of Escanaba, Michigan, had a problem: The 
surface of Ludington Park’s four tennis courts had reached the end of its usable lifespan. The 
courts had been unused for the last two years and become an eyesore.

The initial revitalization plan involved stripping off the asphalt’s existing acrylic paint, repairing 
and leveling the surface, and then recoating it with a new acrylic topcoat. Although this 
technique had the lowest initial cost, the durability, performance, and longevity of the surface 
was far from ideal. 

Searching for a Better Solution
Peterson contacted Gary Zander, Action Floors’ regional sales representative, and discovered 
that the nearby city of Ironwood was extremely pleased with their installation of the Action 
Herculan Tennis/Pickleball (TC/PB) Court Pro System. The system provided a safer surface, 
better ball performance, improved surface durability, and a seamless coating that would prevent 
water from reaching the asphalt and causing cracks due to the region’s freeze/thaw cycle.

Additional Benefits of the Action Herculan TC/PB Pro System
Decision makers initially raised concerns over the higher-than-normal investment, but soon 
realized that the system not only offered benefits over the acrylic surface, but also provided 
substantial cost savings in the long run due to the decreased need for frequent resurfacing.

The surface was also ideal for pickleball. The seven-millimeter sheet of rubber would add an 
injury-reducing cushion that’s not possible asphalt and acrylic. That’s important for aging 
pickleball enthusiasts who may be more susceptible to injury.

With the addition of inexpensive net converters, the courts could be quickly and easily 
converted from a tennis court to a pickleball court and back again. This prospect provided 
the final nudge the proposal needed to be given the green light.

Ludington Park tennis court before resurfacing.



View other Case Studies and Project Profiles 
on our website to discover how our sports floor 
systems can be used for a variety of end uses. 

Installing the New Multi-Use Surface
With the help of Rick Larson, Escanaba’s recreation foreman, the Action Floors team 
performed the remedial work needed prior to installation. The acrylic surface was removed, 
and the degraded asphalt surface was patched and leveled. A seven-millimeter rubber mat was 
laid down over the entire court and then covered with two-millimeters of urethane.

Reaping the Benefits of Combined Tennis and Pickleball Courts
The renovated courts received great reviews, especially regarding the general “feel” and 
performance of the courts and the additional safety factor provided by the cushioned surface.

Peterson says, “The courts look awesome—they make a huge difference in the appearance of 
the park. It’s nice to see them being used again.”

When asked what he would do different, Zander replied, “I’d install park benches nearby to 
accommodate the large number of daily spectators we had during renovation. We felt bad that 
they had to bring their own lawn chairs.”

Looking for innovative alternatives for your next flooring or sports surface project?  
Speak with an expert at Action Floor Systems to learn more about creative solutions  
that will help make your plans a reality.
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